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Texas C r i m i n a l Defense Lawyers A s s o c i a t i o n

Federal Criminal Law Short Course
Austin September 22-23,1994
Omni Austin Hotel - 707 San Jacinto

Thursday, September 22,1994:
8:00 am - 8:30 am

Registration

8:30 am - 8:45 am

Welcome and Opening
Remarks
Ronald L. Goranson, Dallas,
TCDLA President

-

8:45 am 9:30 am

-

9:30 am 10:15 am

10:30 am - l l : l 5 am
10:15 am 10:30 am

11:15 am - 11:45 am

Bank Fraud
Charles Blau, Dallas
Jury Selection
Roberl B. Hirschhorn,
Galveston
Refreshment Break
Suppression & 4th
Amendment Issues
William P. Allison, Austin
Bail &Detention
Tom Berg, Houston

11:45 am - l Z l 5 pm

Guilty Pleas
David Gerger, Houston

1215 pm - 1:45 pm

Lunch (on your own)

1:45 pm -2:30 pm

Grand Juries & Parallel
Proceedings
David L. Botsford, Austin

230 pm 3:15 pm

Money Laundering
Chris Milner, Dallas

-

3:15 pm 3:30 pm

-

3:30 pm 4:30 pm

-

4:30 pm 5:15 pm

Friday, September 23,1994:
Federal Appeals
Brian W. Wice, Houston
Sentencing Guidelines
Marjorie Meyers, Houston
Refreshment Break
Extraneous Offense
Evidence
George McCall Secrest, Jr.,
Houston
Title 21 Offense & Defenses
Edward A. Mallett, Houston
Luncheon (Speaker TEA)
Defending Criminal Tax
Counts & Cases
Chad Muller, San Antonio
Refreshment Break
Multiple Defendant Cases
Gerald H. Goldstein, San
Antonio
"How To Do Everything
Right and Still Lose Your
Case - Not!!"
Michael Tigar, Austin
Adjourn

Refreshment Break
Federal Ethics
Richard Alan Anderson,
Dallas

Course Directors
Kent Alan Schaffer,
Houston

Criminal Environmental Law
Michael Gibson, Dallas

David Cunningham,
Houston

Adjourn
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Code of Criminal Procedure
Texas Penal Codes <September1,1993 and September 1,1994 versions)
DWI Laws (January 1,1994 and January 1,1995 versions)
Controlled Substances Act
Texas Rules of Criminal Evidence
Texas Rules of Appellate Procedure including the criminal index
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I O II Texas Criminal Codes & Rules -Annotated
One Copy
1 2 %9 C o ~ i e,s(each),
10 or More Copies (each)
Shipplng & Handling
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VOICE for the Defense (ISSN 03642232) is published 10 timer annually (one issw for
Ju~Aayrustand one ksue kcJanuarylP~bf~a~)
by the TCDLA, 600W. 13th. JLustin, Teass
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Criminal Defense Lawyers Proiect

1994 Penal Code Changes
and State Jail Felony Seminar
Amarillo - August 11-12
Tentative Schedul-
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Legislative
Concerns

By Ronald L. Goranson

0

ur first task this year has been choosing a lobbyist to help
TCDLA during the next legislature. As I am writing this column we are still in the process. The news is good in that we have
several very qualified applicants and our choice will be difficult. As
part of the interview process I have become aware of one large misconception we as criminal defense lawyers have. I have rarely contributed to legislative campaigns. I always thought that my limited
funds for political causes were best spent by contributing to judicial
campaigns. Such a belief is very shortsighted, since much of what
we can do as attorneys is governed by the acts of the legislature. I
am not suggesting that you contribute to any specific campaign,
political party or political candidate. However, if the criminal
defense bar wishes to take responsible positions on pending legislation, and we wish to be heard, we must have qualified, informed
and caring office holders. One of the best ways to ensure responsible legislatures is to participate in the legislative races, which means
contributing to deserving candidates. Even if unopposed, legislative
officeholders in this state have expenses. Travel costs, dual residence
costs, etc. Since our state chooses to not pay the legislators a decent
salary, the only way for the officeholder to make ends meet is to be
wealthy or to collect campaign contributions.
VOICE VOLUME23 NUMBER6 JULYlAUGUST94
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David Botsford and the rest of the
Legislative Committee have been
prepaiing approximately twenty bills
for the Januaiy, 1995 legislative session. We are in the process of fine-tuning and polishing the proposed laws and
should have them ready for review
sho~tly.David needs your help. If you
have not already done so, pIease contact
him (100 Congress Avenue, Suite 1700,
Austin, Texas) and volunteer to help.
Note what distiict in which you live and
wo~k,the legislatures you know personally, and if you are available to go to
Austin during the legislative session.

EDITOR FOR THE VOICE
This column will be in the second
issue since John Boston has taken ovei
the publishing side of The Vuice. You
will notice a slightly different appearance iii The Voice, and you will notice
more advertising. We ale trying to make
the magazine more cost effective without harming the editorial content. We
all owe a lot of thanks to Jim Skelton,
Mark Stevens and Galy Udashen for
jumping in and helping upon Kerry
Fitzgerald's resignation as editor. We
are now interviewing candidates and
hopefully will have finished by August

1, 1994. We we again blessed w~Ybthe bordering bn being friuolous. Wnce the
nwnberand quality of the appliwtsfor Fifth Circuit holds that unpuixlished
panel opinions em bindkg aufhwiiyIh
diw.
the circuit, and &at panel opininnm are
CdST ACCOUHTING and
bhang on other pamh until ovemled
THE WAR ON DRY68
by the court en bane, the opinions in
Barslson. TXomas. antJ Richarb aft?
to s&cdun
Last mouth 1 noted the Rollii~tone txtremely upseating. Thm~
special issue on drags in Amerb. On lawyers f a @%togbe innoWiv$, for
June 19, L994, we local newspaper had rrying to repremat their clients to thP.
an article describing a Rand h t of their ability, fop doing =hat the
c~tprae~n
= p a r on the costs afedu- Constitujian @ems to rquire is upsetcation versus the wt of interdiction in ting. TCDLA d l monimr t h dhration,
~
the War of Drugs. Amazingly, mazd- se&w to pm&t the fig& to coWseI
ing to the Rand fdh, $1 .OQ spent on every WW
way we m.
ednciaiofi was wo& $7.00 apeman law
enforcement. The mprt was immedi- FEDERAL CRIMINAL LAW SEMINAR
ately refuted by the Clinton affmhisiration, which, *tPefestingIy, has crime
Please make plans now to attend the
packages in front of Congress. When TCDLA Ftderal Criminal Law Seminar
both political p a ~ m
are trying to be i n Austin on September 22, and 24,
rougher on &me than the other, it is 1994. We will a180 Irave a B d meetaffficult to recoguh thctughtfktl, rw- ing on Saturday, Septemk 25,1984.
son& approaches m comple%problems. Our Baard mlreti~g~
are open to all
If insanity eaa be d w i b d as matinu- tnember6 Please atten@and me how
ing to do the same thing even though TCDLA m a k saump.
the results are always the anre, then I
think 6u1' mntry lteeda a treating psyehiaaist,

NEW THREAT TO
THE RIGHTTO COUNSEL
I have recently revfawed the opinions
Burleaon.
-F.%-.
1994 WL 191857 @th6ir,
May 18, 1% No, 93-26151);
Stam Y. Thom,-F.3d,
1994 WI
151b857tfithCir. May 18,19% No. 9335%); and United St*& v. Richctrtls,
- P . 3 h , 1994 MI91857 (5th Cir.
May 18,1994; Ro.5295-845S43.In eaeh the
c m s e l far the appellant was noticed
lhat the appeal was Td~oloua"or '%orders upon beiflg flivo10us3' with the
opilliom then stat in^ that counsel WWB
snbjecf to being sanctianed. Rather th&~
citing a n y authority, thr: r h m cases
cited eash other. Bach ease involved
criminal rrppbals, and a t leas one
Fnvolved the publii defenders 6fFlce. I
assme m w winifnal derense counseI
are aware @at the Supmme Court*s
apiniou in Anders v. Califwnia,
requires counsel M file a brkef raising
arguable claims counsel deem frivolous- Now q g d y one panel of tbe
Fifth Circuit sees M)-~robfemin threatening to sanction ~ounselfor f i l i n ~
brief; that the pan4 dmm frivolous &
in United States v.

If you are interested in
serving on any of the
TCDLA Committees,
please

write

Ron

Goranson a letter noting
to which conunittee you
wish to be appointed.

-

Please note the Committees and the current

appointnlents located on

page 38 of this issue.

wasn't so funny, and in truth, for
someone who prides himself in playing by the rules, it was a matter of
some personal embarrassment.
However, as it coucerns a matter that
my brothers and sisters in the criminal
defense bar need to be awal-e of, I will
swallow the embarrassment and tell
you about the new rules for playing
ball in the 5th Circuit.
I was representing a client in a federal
district court in Texas. The case went to
the Court on a plea of guilty to an
Information charging Misprision of a
Felony, with a condition of the plea that
the original multi-count indictment be
dismissed. After a calculation of the
Guidelines, I had the rarest of all pussible cases where the recommended p ~ u ishment was 0-6 months confinement,
and the client was eligible for federal
probation. After the shock of finding the
client was qualified for probation, I was
hoping the rest of the case would be pro
forma. It was, of course, not to be. The
Presentence Investigation came back
recommending an upward departure
because the Guidelines fou Misprision
of a Felony did not take into account the
fact that the probation officer believed
my client was actually responsible for
the underlying offense. Feeling the
opportunity start to slip away, I dutifully filed my objections to the presentence investigation. The Court found
my objections to be novel and creative,
bringing into question the use of
Misprision of a Felony, but followed the
probation department's recommeudation and departed upward to give my
client substantial penitentia~ytime. The
Court found, however, that there was
enough substance in my objections to
give me that second rarest opportunity,
bail on appeal.
The issue was briefed by both sides
and presented to the Fifth Circuit. On
May 18, 1994, my client and I were
poured out of the Fifth Circuit, who
affirmed the client's sentence. However,
even though bond had bee11 granted on
appeal and it was based upon objections
that had been brought to the trial comt's
attention, the following tag line was put
on the unpublished opinion:
"This appeal bol-de~son being fi-ivolous. We caution counsel. Counsel
is subject to sanctions. Counsel has
no duty to bring frivolous appeals;

the opposite is tiue. See United States
May 18,
v. Burleson, F . 3 d 1994."
As this palt of the opinion stung me
personally, and was based on a case that
was decided the same day as mine, I
inimediately went to West Law to see
what law 1 should have reviewed so I
would not be subject to sanctions.
United States v. Burleson was also a
sentencing case. After disposing of the
opinion and affirming BUI-leson's sentence in another unpublished opinion, I
found the answer to my question:
'This appeal is fsivolous. We caution counsel. Federal public defenders are, like all counsel, subject to
sanctions. They have no duty to bring
frivolous appeals;
the opposite
is
..
..
true. See United States v. Thomas,
F.3d-, May 18, 1994."
Finding myself on the trail to determine the true law, I of course immediately pulled up United States v. Thomas.
United States v. Thomas is another
appeal of a sentencing. h l the unpublished opinion decided the same day as
my case and the Burleson case, the
Court held:
"This appeal borders on being fiivolous. We caution counsel. Federal
public defenders al-e, like all counsel,
subject to sanctions. They have 110
duty to bring frivolous appeals; the
opposite is trne. See United States v.
Burleson, F.3d-, May 18, 1994."
Well, I guess l'm enlightened now.
The best I can detem~inefrom this circuitous logic is that appellate counsel is
about to entel-a new age in which sanctions are a real possibility. The real
issue, which is presently unexplained, is
what Guideline is the Fifth Circuit
going to use to measure appellate counsel's actions?
What is our duty to our client who
instrncts us to appeal? Even for novel
arguments to change priol- decisions of
the Courts of Appeals as they relate to
the issues in our client's case, do we
owe a greater obligation to the Fifth
Circuit than we do to our client? What
sort of chilling effect does this admonition from the Fifth Circuit have on a

0

counsel who is instructed by his client
to file a Motion for Rehearing?
Stay tuned for the answers ...
Yorrr.~in co~@firsionz,
Richard A. Af~derson,Esq.
Dallas

Outstanding
Criminal Defense
Lawyer
Houston lawyer Dick DeGuerin has
been named the "Outstanding Criminal
Defense Lawyer of the Yea1 for 1994"
by the State Bar of Texas. The presentation was made by the Texas Criminal
Defense Lawyer's Association at its 7th
Annual TCDLA Advanced Criminal
Law Course seminar held this June in
San Antonio Texas. David Bires,
PI-esident of the Associati011 pointed up
the magnitude of the award when he
remarked, "The Criminal Justice
Section of the State Bar of Texas makes
this presentation to a Texas lawyer who
has achieved outstanding success in his
or her field. In the past several years
Dick DeGuerin has successfully defended many high profile, difficult cases,
not the least of which have been
Muneer Deeb, accused of the Lake
Waco murders, Branch Davidian David
Koresli and United States Senator Kay
Bailey Hutchison."
Dick DeGnerin graduated from the
University of Texas Law School in
1965. He immediately went to work as
a young prosecutor for the Harris
County District Attorney's Office. After
distinguishing himself there, be took a
position as a trial lawyer with the
nationally known civil firm Butler,
Binion, Rice, Cook & Knapp. In 1971
DeGuerin was recruited by the legenda~yPercy Foreman and, after twelve
(12) yeas of intensive criminal defense
practice under the firm name Foreman
& DeGuerin, Dick left to start his own
firm. He is presently senior partner of
the firm DeGnesin & Dickson.
hi March 1994, Harris County judges
and prosecutors overwheln~inglyranked
Dick DeGuerin first place in a poll taken
by the Houston Chronicle that asked
judges and prosecuton to I-ate lawyers
VOLUME23 NUMBER 6 JULYIAUGUST 94 VOICE

based on who they would hire for themselves He is described as a gladiator for
his clients and the type of defense
attitude is "the
lawyer whose win~~ing
bigger they are, the harder they fall."
DeOuerin, a long-time memher of
TCDLA is married to Janie DeGuerin
and has two daughters.

1960's Time

Warp - Long Hair
and Earrings ?!
The Texas Supreme Court granted
application for writ of e m r in
David Barber.et a1 v. Colorado
Indeuendent School Disttict (Oral arguments set for November 16). The signif-

icance of this is that the
Supreme Court has agreed to
address the issue of whether a
school district can deny equal
rights to students who happen
to be adults. TCDLA member,
Pat Barber, and Texas Civil
Rlghts Project director James
Hiltrington represent Barber's
son Austin, who ran afoul of
the school district's dress code
for wearing an eaning with hair
below his collar - a clear and
present danger, obvirmsly.

CLE With A
New Swing?
Two Texas organizations, both headed
by lawyers, have come up with the novel
idea of combining continuing legal education and golf. The Osage C31!!up Inc.
(Michael Holbrook), San Antonio and
Austin Training Institute (Robert
Crider), Austin. To those of us who
cling to those two socially acceptable
mistmses (is there n non-aexist word2
"Paraman?").
golf., this
,, the law and "
sounds like the greatest thing since
hourly hilling. However, two recent
attempts by the two CLE & golf
providers resulted in first, a very limited,
although enthusiastic, turn-out (Osage);
and second. a cahcellatio~of the h t of
three Austin outings (ATI). AT1 may
have lost some registrants at its July 1720 Legal Communication Skills and
Intensive Golf Clinic due to misptinting
its $1,5Q0 fee as $2,500 per participant
in a recent mail-out. In any m e , AT1
will conduct two fow-day programs in
Allstin on August 14-17 and 21-24 at the
Austin Wyndham and Onipn Creek Club
with CLE and au intensive golf clinic
conducted by PGA Tour winnet, Larry
Miller and staff. For details call (512)
280 2753, Fax - 280 2760.e
Osage Group [(210) 805 0004, Fax
828 591 I] is in the pmcess of planning
alawyers' golf outing in the Rio G~ande
Valley for October 6, 7, 1994 and a
defense 1awyerlprosecuMrshoot-out at
a central Texas golf course before
year's end. Osage says there will be
broad based accredited CLE and swamble style golf tournament at those
events." Stay tuned.

_

"In the interest of full disclosure, the
writer contributes to the CLE and plays
in the tournwnents when, and if, these
programs caeh on.

Every member gat a member,
Semperj?.

ce to TCDLA
lembers and Vo
ubscribers

1

W i t h the June issu
Voice for the Defense begz
. Campaign to obtain more
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cost of producing the mag;
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<generaland the criminal
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Are You Ready for the State Jail Felony?
T h e exa as ~ i s t r i c&
t CountyAttorneysAssociationhas scheduled a series of half-day seminars on the
criminal law changes that become effective September 1, 1994, with a special focus on the new state jail felony
system. In addition to an in-depth discussion of the new 1994 Penal Code, each seminar will feature a hands-on
plea bargaining workshop based on actual cases that will be considered state jail felonies come September 1.
The courses will be taught by prosecutors who helped do background work on the criminal law changes.

Schedule: 1:00 p.m. to 4 3 0 p.m. in each location, with the option of an extended plea bargain practice
session that would extend past 4 3 0 p.m. on request.
E d u c a t i o n a l Credits: TDCAA will request MCLE credit from the State Bar, as well as credit toward
specialization in Criminal Law. The course will also be approved for TCLEOSE credit.
Registration: No pr-e-registrationis required. Aregistration fee of $25 will be collected a t the door from
all attendees to defray printing, educational credit, and other expenses. Attendees will receive useful summary
materials on the new law, including the "1994 Legislative Update" booklet. No reimbursement will be available through TDCAA for these seminars.
Q u e s t i o n s ? If you need additional information, please call TDCAA at (512)474-2436.

l99QTDCAA Reaional Leeislatire Update Seminars
FRIDAY, JULY B T H
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punitive in nature,
%ha
swcmsive p u n ~ ~ ~ t s ;
for rhtl sm6 6ffw.w. The legislatore's desfgnation tfrat the tax mas,
cia1does' not forwlow the pmdbflit y that it i s punitive in character.
Labels rfs not mtml jeopardy quwtie&%
Tax& we. msallg motivated
by re~wiwrais'ins tather than behg
punitive. The fact that the tax is con-

ditimeil on the exommiasion of a
cram is Spificsnt wf PI penal and
prohriliitXlMp $Went &her &an W
g&&ng oE menue. It alsa purpottg
fa be tt propW3 tax, yet it b levied
upon &!&.

(Dissenting opinion by J. Clinton).
The majortty relieved the state of the
burden of establishing relevancy of
novel scientific evidence in the trial
court by taking judicial notice of the
predicate theoiy for the first time on
discretionary review.
(Dissenting opinion by J. Baird,
joined by J. Overstreet). The majority
relieved the state of the burden of
proving the reliability of the HGN test
as the state produced no evidence on
the reliability of the HGN test at trial.
I t is inappropriate to use judicial
notice to satisfy the state's burden of
proving the validity of the underlying
scientific theory and techniques
employed in the HGN test. The
record, moleover, does not show the
officer applied the proper techniques
in the giving the HGN test.

Healy v. McMeans, No. 71,715
(Tex.Cr.App. 4-13-94)

18.02. The obvious question is if you
can't seize by a court order (search
warrant), how can you subpoena it by
clerk order?
(Dissenting opinion). This is a
improper use of mandamus. The majority opinion encourages using mandamus to review ordinary judicial
errors. The best expression of mandarnus law is found in State ex rel.
Curry v. Gray, 726 S.W.2d 125
(Tex.Cr.App. 1987) which held maadamns relief was not available to compel a judicial or discretiona~yact if the
law gave the official authority to act.
The question is not whether an individual made an incorrect decision but
whether. the individnal had the authority to act.

mean the case should not have been
submitted to the jury. An insufficient
frnding is the functional equivalent of
an acquittal, and retrial is barred.
Here, the majority followed Lofton
777 S.W.2d 96 (Tex.Cr.App.
1989) which held jeopardy did not bar
a retrial after a MWT is granted for
insufficient evidence because granting
a MNT restored the case "to ils position before the former trial." Lofton
was wrongly decided. Ldtm and the
holding h e ~ eare inexplicable in light
of Bnrkes which held a MNT is not a
prerequisite for challenging sufficiency after conviction. Burkes, 98 S.Ct. at
2150-51. Jeopatdy should bar a retrial
if a MNT is gmnted because the evidence was insufficient to convict in the
initial trial.

COMMENT:

Cunningham,

The dissent has an excellent discussion on the history of rnandamus powers and a warning on the abuse of maedamus authority.

(Opinion by Maloney, J. McCormick,
P.J. concurs in result)

(Opinion by J. Campbell. J. Maloney
joins with a note. Dissenting opinion Queen, No. 0921-92 (Tex.Cr.App.
by J. Meye~s,joined by J. Clinton, J.
Miller and J. Overstreet). Writ of
mandamus seeking to vacate a (Dissenting opinion to denial of
judge's order quashing subpoena's Appellant's MRH by Bai~d,J.)
commanding four newsmen to appeal
Appellant filed a motion for a new
and give evidence in a pending mimitrial
alleging the evidence was insuffinal proceeding. Writ conditio~~ally
cie~rt
to convict. His motion was granted
granted.
and
the
state attempted to prosecute him
The DA subpoenaed four TV
again.
Appellant's pretrial writ of
reporters, comn~andingthem to give
habeas
corpus
claiming jeopardy was
testimony and produce videotapes on a
denied.
On
original
submission, the
case involving ahuse of a corpse. The
CCA
held
suff~ciency
of evidence may
newsmen claimed a pl.ivilege under the
nor
he
challenged
by
p~etrialhabeas
Fifth Amendment and Article I, Section
corpus
after
a
new
t~ial
was granted for
80f the Texas Constitution.
non-sufficiency. Ex parte Oueen,
S . W . 2 d , (Tex.Cr.App. No. 09211. PRIVILEGE
92, delivered Feb~uary9, 1994). This
Newsman
Tbere is no newsman pr~vilegein the means Appellant's retrial was not jeopy
~ega~rlless
of the sufficiency
Rules. Newsmen have no coustitutional a ~ d barred
t
priviiege, qualified or otherwise, to of the evidence at his f i ~ shial.
Burkes v. United States, 98 S.Ct.
witbhold evidence relevant to a pending
criminal prasecation. See: Brausburg v. 2141 (1978) distinguished reversals for
lltgs, 408 U S 665 (1972); Ex Darte trial error and reversals for insufficient
Grothe, 687 S.W.2d 736 (Tex. evidence. Retrials for trial error do not
violate jeopardy prohibitions because
Cr.App. 1984).
trial e ~ r o are
~ s unrelated to guilt or inno(J. Maloney joins with a note). Alt. cence, and pplon~otethe fair administra18.01 CCP was ignored by the pa~ties. tion of the judicial process. Rehials
It precludes issuance of evidentiary aftm reve~salfor insufficient evidence,
walrants for news offices except for however, relate directly to the
1-9 of Defendant's guilt or innocence and
items described in suhsectio~~s

m,

No. 234-93

Murder. CA affirmed at 846 S.W.2d
147 (Tex.App.-Austin 1993). PDR
granted to determine if the CA applied
the collect standard in finding statements made against penal interest were
not sufficiently corroborated to b e
admissible. CCA affitmed CA.

1. RULE
803(24)

HEARSAY EXCEPTIONS:
Admissions Against Penal Interest
Appellant repudiated a prior confession and claimed a man named
Marshall was the killer. A Defense
witness claimed Marshall told her that
he (Marshall), Appellant, and two
othei men heat the victim with beer
bottles; that they planned to kill the
victim and Marshall described her
injuiies. Appellant claimed these were
admissions against penal interest but
they were excluded because they were
not sufficiently corroborated. Rule
803(24) states "A statement tendiitg to
expose the declarant to criminal liability is not admissible unless cormborating circumstances clearly indicate
the trustwo~thinessof the statenlent."
The CA held trustworthiness is clearly
indicated when: (I) there is independent evidence tending to establish the
truth of the admission; oi (2) there is

additional evidence of the declarant's
veracity such as an admission to an
unusual or devastating degree, or that
the declarant repeated the admission
often and consistently, or he could not
be motivated to falsify.
Here, Marshall's claim the victim was
beaten with a beer bottle was not accurate
because she was battered with a large
rock. Ma~shall'sdescription of stabs in
the throat were made aftex the body was
discovered, and his claim the victim's
face had been slashed was false. Thus,
the CA concluded there was no abuse of
discretion in excluding the evidence.
Davis v. State, No. 709-92 slip op.
Vex. CrApp. Jan. 18, 1994), Teheal.inrr
denied (Mar. 30. 1994) concluded there
was no definitive test for comobo~ation
as a variety of factors should be considered, such as: (1) whether the guilt of
the declarant is inconsistent with the
guilt of the Accused; (2) whether
declarant was situated to commit the
crime; (3) timing and spontaneity; (4)
the party to whom the declaration is
made; and (5) independent corroborating facts. Factors undermining reliability may he considered, but the CCA
cautioned that credibility is a jtuy issue.
In sum, corroborating issues cannot be
defined with precision and the CA's
analysis was in line with-.

Attempted capital murder of a
Another venire member stated she
could not be fair because her car had police officer. The CA rev'd i n a
been stolen and her father's car was nonpublised opinion holding there
taken at gun point. Defense Counsel was insufficient evidence proving the
asked if she could be fair and impartial capital element. Appellant was
in spite of the incidents and was indicted for attempted murder.
reminded by the court of the previous Appellant's pretrial habeas writ
answers. This person was removed for alleging double jeopardy was denied.
cause but the record fails to indicate CA rev'd a t 8 1 2 S.W.2d 6 1
whether she was removed by motion or (Tex.App.-Houston [14th] 1991).
sun sponte by the comt
CCA remanded to CA in light of I%
The standard for determining ineffec- parte Graneer, 8 5 0 S.W.2d 5 1 3
tive assistance of counsel is found in (Tex.Cr.App. 1993) and the CA
Hernandez v. State, 726 S.W.2d 5 3 affirmed at 858 S.W.2d 6 0 6
(Tex.Cr.App.1986) where Strickland (Tex.App.-Houston [14th] 1993).
was adopted. The first prong requires a PDR was granted to determine if
r
prosecution for a
showing that counsel's performance G r a n ~ e permits
was defective and the second prong lesser offense after reversal for insufrequires showing prejudice. To prove ficient evidence of the greater
prejudice, it must he proved !hex was a offense when there was sufficient
leasonable probability that, except for evidence proving the lesser offense
counsel's error, the result would have in the initial bench trial. Affirmed.
been different. There is a strong presumption that counsel's conduct is rea- 1. JEOPARDY:
sonable and the burden of proof is upon Lesser Included Offenses
the Defendant to rebut this presumption.
In a bench trial, the court is authoHere, the record is silent as to why rized to convict for any lesser included
Defense Counsel failed to challenge the offense proved by the state.
venire members, hence the first prong Cunningham v. State, 726 S.W.2d 151
of Strickland is not met because there is (Tex.Cr.App.1987). Here, by finding
no evidence in the record to rebut the Appellant guilty of attempted capital
presumption of reasonable representa- murder, the trial judge found the evition. Delrio v. State, 840 S.W.2d 443 dence sufficient to convict for the lesser
(Tex.Cr.App.1992) held counsel was offense of attempted murder. The
Jackson,No. 0535-93
not ineffective for failing to strike an Douhle Jeopardy Clause does not pro(TexCtApp. 6-1-94)
ex-narcotics officer who knew the hibit a retrial for a lesser included
Defendant from his police days and offense when the first trial was before
the court and there was sufficient evi(Opinion by Campbell, J. Concm~ing Delrio is controlliug precedent.
dence on which the trial court could
opinion by Baird I., joined by
Overstreet, J. Concurling opinion by
(Concurring opinion by Baird, J., have found the Defendant guilty of the
Maloney, J.)
joined by Oventreet, J.) As a general lesser crime. W h e ~ ethere is a jury trial
rule, oue should not raise ineffective see Grancrer v. State, 850 S.W.2d 513
Robbery. CA rev'd for ineffective assistance of counsel on direct appeal (Tex.Cr.App.l993).
assistance of counsel at 850 S.W.2d 834 because the record is usually insuffi(Tex.App.-Corpus Christi 1993). CCA cient to address the issue.
Richardson, No. 68,934
(Tex.Cr.App. 6-1-94)
reversed CA.
(Concurring opinion by Maloney, J.)
1. COUNSEL:
(Opinion by McCormick, P.J.
Under the first prong of Strickland,
Effective
counsel's performance must meet an Maloney, J., concurs in result. Clinton,
A v e n i ~ emember stated he was a "objective standard of reasonableness." J., dissents)
burglay victim and this would proba- Here, Defense Counsel failed to satisfy
bly impact his impartiality. Defense the first plong but there is no evidence
Death penalty case on a second
counsel did not challenge for cause 01 in the record showing the second prong remand from the U S . Supreme Court
instructing the CCA to consider
use a peremptory and this person was was met.
Appellant's &, 492 US. 915, 109
on the jury. Another venire member
S.Ct. 2934, I06 L.Ed.2d 256 (1989)
stated she was a robbery victim and Shute, No. 1132-93 (TexCr.App.
claim in light of Johnson v. Texas,
could not be fair in a robbery case. She 6-1-94)
was not challenged for cause and
U . S . , 113 S.Ct. 2658, 125
(Opinion by McCormick P.J. Clinton, L.Ed.2d 290 (1993). Johnson held mitiperemptory was not used. She did not
gating evidence of youth was not
serve because she was 29th in the array. J., concurs in result)

KINARD'S DWI MANUAL
by Stuart Kinard

A guide through the thicket of current
legislative changes . . . and MUCH MORE!

I

f you ever needed to lay hand to one compact, quick-draw, goes-tocoznrt-with-yozi DWI notebook, desigued &frequently updated to
contain damn near all the legal authorities you'll ever need-for client
interview, pre-trial, attacking enhancements, jury selection, opening statement, trial, charge, argument and appeal-and that'll lay the legislnfive
changes out for you in easily retrievable order. . . this book was put
together with you in mind.

"The chapter on attacking enhancements alone
is worth the price of the book."

$114.50
Enclosed is a check for &E@
(includes tax and shipping) payable to
Texas Courwoom Publications, P.O. Box 2330, Austin, TX 78701-2330.
Name: (please print)
Street/P.O. Box:
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beyond the scope of the special issues, sel "at the hearing" was not error.
therefore he was not entitled to a &my
- Appellant wrote two pro se letters to
instruction. Affirmed.
the trial court aftet he entered a guilty
plea to three securities violations. He
1. DEATH PENALTY:
had two lawyers when he entered the
&my Instruction
plea. One letter was entitled "a petiEvidence of voluntary service and tion for reopening and rehearing" and
kindness to othe~s,artistic and poetic claimed his plea was involuntary and
talent, and religious devotion is not "rel- his legal representation inadequate.
evant mitigating evidence" under
The letters were not verified or supported by affidavits. The trial coorl
@issenting opinion by Clinton, J.) It held a hearing on Appellant's claims
is not apparent that a~tisticand poetic and denied his request for a new trial,
talent has any relevance, aggravating or Appellant did not have a lawyer,
nntigating, to the special issues, thus the claiming he lacked time to get one.
holding in Johnson is not implicated. Vacated and remanded to the CA to
The majority disposes of Appellant's determiue if Appellant waived his
claim, not according to Johnsos. but by right to counsel at his MNT.
rote invocation of its own "homemade
nexus requilement."
1. MOTION FOR A NEW TRIAL:
Counsel
Zimmerman, No. 71,106
The Rules of Ciiminal Evidence do
(Tex.Cr.App. 6-1-94)
not require a MNT to be verified or supported by affidavits. This has been judi(Opinion by Campbell, J. Maloney, J., cially imposed. See B e d e n v. State,
concms in the result. Clinton, J., dissents) 648 S.W.2d 688 (Tex.Cr.App.1988). A
MNT is a critical stage at which a
Death penalty case on ema and from Defendant is entitled to counsel. The
the U.S. Supreme court for f u ~ t h cone~
issue on remand is whether Appellant
sideration in view of Johnson v. Texas, waived counsel by an unjustified delay
113 S.Ct. 2658 (1993). Affirmed.
in obtaining counsel.

m.

1. DEATH PENALTY:
&my Instruction

On original submission the CCA held
evidence of an IQ in the So's, problems
with substance abuse, a paranoid personality disorder, haviug a disruptive,
uneven family environment, and having
a Steel plate in his head did not mcrlt a
Penrv instruction. Johnson does not
change this holding as Appellant did
not claim ywth to he a mitigating factor. Appellant was 25 when convicted
whereas Johnson was 19 when convicted, therefore a special instruction concerning youth was not required.

(Opinion concurring in part and dissenting in part by Baird J., joined by
Campbell and Overstreet, J.J.) They
join the opinion ielating to the new trial
grounds but dissent from the majority
dismissing review of the trial court's
restitution order.
Martinez and Walk Nos. 719-92

requires government meetings to be
open to the public with some exceptions. Section 2 exempts some meetings from the public but requiies officials to hold a public meeting to
determine if there is a quorum and to
announce the statutory basis for a
closed meeting. Appellant's claim that
the Act does not require compliance
with the above procedural steps if the
closed meeting falls under one of the
"exceptions" is erroneous. If a closed
meeting is authorized, officials must
comply with the procedural steps. If
one of the exceptions does not apply, a
closed meeting is unlawful. H e ~ e ,the
information alleged failure to puhlically announce a closed meeting. There
are no exceptions for not complying
with this tequirement.

2. PLEADING:
Exceptions
Charging instruments must negate
exceptions. The negation of any exception is an elemmt of the offense, section
2.02(b) PC. 2.02(b), however, was
enacted prior to Studer v. State, 799
S.W.2d 263 (Tex.Cr.App.1990) which
held the 1985 amendments to the
Constitution eliminated the necessity of
pleading evay element of the offense. It
can theiefore be argued that Studer no
longer requires negation of exceptions.
(Cmcuning opinion by Clinton, J..
joined by Maloney, J.) This opinion
gives the statutory backdrop to the
Open Meetin@ Act and concludes the
"exceptions' labeled by Appellants are
"exceptions" to public meetings and not
"exceptions"to a criminal act.

(Opinion by Miller, J. Concurring opinion by Clinton, J., joined by Maloney, J.)

Kirby, No. 1634-92

(Opinion by Maloney, J. Clinton, J.,
concurs. Bai~d,J., concurs in part and
dissents in part, joined by Campbell and
Ovastreet, J.J.)

Two Bee County commissione~swere
charged with the misdemeanor offense
of violating the Open Meetings Act.
Motions to quash the information weie
gtanted because the state failed to allege
exceptions permitting a closed meeting.
CA rev'd at 829 S.W.2d 365 (Tex.App.Corpus Christi 1992). CCA affirmed
CA on other grounds.

(Opinion by Maloney, J. Baird, J.,
concurs and dissents to the decision to
publish with a note. McCormick, P.J.,
dissents stating the CA reached the correct result, Campbell, White and
Ovc~st~eet,
J.J., dissent)

Sale of securities. CA affirmed at
809 S.W.2d 560 (Tex.App.-Austin
1991), holding Appellant's unverified
MNT was invalid and denial of coun-

1. OPEN MEETING ACT:
Charging Instrument
Section 2 of the Open Meetings Act,
Article 6252.17, Tex.Rev. Civ.Stat.

Connor, No. 785-91,786-9 1,
787-91 (Tex.Cr.App. 6-8-94)
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(Tex.Cr.App. 6-8-94)

Appellant was given deferred for
burglary of a building and three y e a s
Later was adjudicated guilty. H e
appealed and requested a statement of
facts from the initial plea. T h e
Government
Code,
section
52.046(a)(4), requires court reporters

to keep their notes for three years and
the notes from the original plea had
been destroyed. Relying upon
Tex.R.App.P. 50(e) and Donn v. State,
733 S.W.2d 212 (Tex.Cr.App.1987).
Appellant claims he is entitled to a
new trial because the court reporter's
notes were lost. The Dallas CA, in an
unpublished opinion, held Appellant
was not entitled to a new h4al because
he did not appeal from the initial plea
and request a statement of facts; that
the request for a statement of facts
after the notes have been destroyed
was not timely. Appellant stated his
case was prior to Dillehev v. State,
815 S.W.2d 623 (Tex. Cr.App.1991)
which first held Defendants could
appeal from a deferred adjudication
older. CCA reversed CA.

1. APPEAL - DEFERRED ADJUDICATION:
Statement of Facts
At the time of Appellant's plea, he
did not have the right to appeal from an
order of deferred adjudication. His right
to appeal did not arise until his guilt
was adjudicated. Destruction of the
court reporter's notes was not the fault
of Appellant and pursuant to
Tex.R.App.P. 50(e) he is entitled to a
new trial.

(Opinion by Ovewtreet, J. Clinton
and Meyers, J.J., concur with the result.
Baird, J., concurs and dissents with a
note. Dissenting opinion by
McCormick P.J., joined by Campbell
and White, J.J.)
Delivery of cocaine. Officers used
an informant to buy cocaine from
Appellant. The informant's name did
not appear i n any of the offense
reports. The CA affirmed at 846
S.W.2d 437 (Tex.App.-Hoi~ston[14thl
1992). CCA reversed and remanded to
CA for a harm analysis.

1. INFORMANTS:
Contingent Fees
Informants and undereove~agents
are permissible forms of governmental
investigations. Sorrells v. United
-,
287 US. 435.53 S.Ct. 210, 77
L.Ed.2d 413 (1932). Due process
comes into play when gov't activity

violates protected rights of individuals;
when methods offend "a sense of justice," "shocks the conscience:' or runs
counter to the "decencies of civilized
conduct." Rochin v. California, 342
U.S 165, 72 S.Ct 205, 96 L.Ed. 183
(1952). See: United States v.
Cervantes-Pacheco, 826 F.2d 310 (5th
Cir.1987) (informe~spromised contingent fees are not per se incompetent
wimesses). Here, failure to timely disclose the participation and identity of
the informant, promising the informant
he would not have to testify, and the
itiforn~antenforcing the agreement
through claiming the Fifth does not
violate accepted standards of fundamental fairness.

2. INFORMANTS:
Fifth Amendment
A Defendant does not have the right
to make a witness claim his Fifth
Amendment privilege i n front of the
jury. Victoria v. State, 522 S.W.2d 919
(Tex.Cr.App.1975). Here, the informant
invoked the Fifth Amendment outside
the presence of the juiy to avoid testifying for the Defense. It was not error to
refuse Appellant's request to do this in
the presence of the juy.
Where an informant serves as an
intermediary and acts as an agent for
law enforcement he cannot be prosecuted for his conduct and does not
have a legitimate Fifth Amendment
claim to acts elated to the offense.
See Norman v. State, 588 S.W.2d 340
(Tex. Cr.App.1979). S o long as the
questions are limited to facts about
the info~mant'spolice sanctioned conduct, the informer's claim of the privilege is spurious.
H e ~ e the
, Defense wanted to raise
entrapment through the infomant. The
informant failed to explain how his
testimony would subject him to prosecution. A witness may not withhold all
of the evictence because some of i t
may be protected by the Fifth. Here,
the informant's Fifth Amendment
claim was too broad and was spurious,
thvs the trial court erred is sustaining
his objection.
(Baird, J., dissented to the disposition
t
fol review -that the
of the f i ~ sground
informant's conduct did not violate
accepted standards of fundamental fairness - with a note).

(Dissenting opinion by McCormick,
P.J., joined by Campbell and White,
J.J.) Appellant's complalnt at trial and
before the CA was it was error to prevent the defense from making the
informant assert the privilege in the
jury's presence. Appellant apparently
conceded the validity of the informant's claim, therefore Appellant's
PDR wns improvidently granted. The
dissent distinguished Norman by
pointing out Nortnan submitted proposed questions on entrapment at trial
whereas here, the proposed questions
were not asked until a MNT which
was too late.

Lucas, No. 71.164
(Tex.Clr,App.6-8-94)
(Opinion by Campbell, J. Clinton,
Baird and Overstreet, J.J., dissent with a
note. Dissenting opinion by Ove~street,
J., joined by Baird, J.)
Cnpital murder on remand from the
US. Supreme Court in light of Johnson
-,
113 S.Ct. 2658 (1993).

I. DEATH PENALTY:
&my
Appellant's mitigating evidence of
schizophrenia, a promiscuous mother
and seizures at school does not wawant
a Penre inst~uction.Jolrnson does not
change the resuh because Appellant was
43 when this offense occuned.

-

(Dissenting opinion by Oversheet, J.)
The facts in this case xe analogous to
those in
as schizophrenia, like
mental retardation, is not "curahle" and
it could mitigate or aggravate punishment. A
instruction should he
given. *

Jim Skelton is a solo plactilioner in
Houston. He received his JD from
U~riversifyof Texas Sclzool of h i v and
has been licer~sedto pracfice in Texas
sir~ce1967. A long-time mernber of
TCDLA, Skelton has lecfu~rdfieqcrently
at CLEprogmnis in Texas. He condtrcfs
a weekly course for crirnina[ defense
atto~neysin Harris Counfy.
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0612919l

S TARRANT

DELIVERY OF
MAINE

I. WHETHER A PROSEUJTOR'SSIATEMENI AS TO HIS OBSERVATIOll OF A MINORIN
VENIREPERSONS
' DEMEANOR S SJFfl(lEhTT0 ALONE PROVIDE A BASIS [OR FXfR(ISING
A PEREMPTORY STRIKE IF THE FACI OFTHE DEMEANOR S
I HOT CONTESAD, OR MUST
THERE BESOMEOTHER CORROBORATION INTHERECORD ASTOTHE DEMMNOR?

A COLLIN

PUBLIC LEWONESS

1. DID THE COURT OF APPEALS ERR Ill HOLDING THE ND
I ENCE SUFFICIFNTTO SUPPORT
CONVICION FOR PUBLICLEWDNESS?
A. UNDER §21.01[A), (ANTTHE(0MPLAINANTBE"ANOTHER"WHO IS OFFENDED
BY APPELLANPS ACIIONS?
8. WASTHE WINING ROOM A'PUBLIC PLA(E~FORPURPOSES0F§21.07lAl?

VR BELL

MURDER

INITIALDISMISSAL OF APPELLANT'S PDRAS UNTIMELY FILED WITHDRAWN.

H

1
94-0374 RANKIN, RANDALL ALLEN

0612919r A HARRIS

A HARRIS

AGGRAVATED
SEXUAL ASSAULT

1. DO EXTRANEOUS OFFENSES COMMITIED BY THE A((USE0 AGAINIT THIRD PARTIES
BECOMEAUTOMATI(ALLYADMISSIBLEONTHEBASIS 0F"COMMON SCHEMEOR PLAN?"
2. WAS APPELLANT ENTITLED TO A LIMITING INSlRUlllONAT THE TIME THE ND
I ENCE
WAS ADMITIED?

CREATING A PUBLIC
NUISANCE

1. DO ARTICLE 1.14 V.A.C.C.P. AND THE HOLDING IH STUDER V. STATE, 79911263
APPLY TO MUNI(IPA1COURT COMPLRINTI?
2. DOES ARIKLE 1.131Al REQUIRE A WRITIEN JURY WAIVER IN A TRIAL FOR A (WS C
MISDEMEANORS?

94-0463 WALKER, KENNEIH

06/29/91

A TARRANT

LlllWOOD

INVOLUNTARY
MANSLAUGHTER

1. W H B E R THE COURT OF APPEALS ERRED IN UPHOLDING THE ENTRY OF A DEADLY
WEAPON FINDING IN A COIIVICTION FOR INVOLUNTARY MNSLAUGHTER UNDER 5
19.05(ol[2)?See Tyrq NO. 36-94.

S HARRIS

PREIRIALHABEAS
[CRIMINALLY
NEGLIGENT

HOMICIDE1

1.010 TiiE IRIAL (OURI'S DElllAL OFTHE STAIL'S'RIGHT" 10 A.URY TRIAL IN A MISDEMEANOR PROSECUI ON RENDER IHE SUBSEOUENT PROlEEDINGA IIUIIIN?
2. DOES DOUBLE JEOPARDY BAR A SUBSEOUENT PROSt(UII0N IF THE 1R~alJUDGE REN.
DERS AN A(0UIlIALAFIER DENYING THE STATE ITS R
' IGHT'TO A JURY TRIAL?
3. DOES THE STATE WAIVE T
IS "RIGHT" TO A JURY TRIAL IF T
I DOES NOTSEEK ENFORCEMEN1OFTHATnRIGHPVIAMNDAMUS?
1. WHETHER THE COURT OF APPEALS CORRECTLY DETERMINED THAT APPELLANT'S
REOUESTED INSTRUllON CONCERNING 1OMPLIANCEWITHOK REGULATIONS WAS NOTA
COMMENT ON THEWEIGHT OF NIDENCE?
2. WHETHER THE COURT OF APPEALSAPPLIED THE CORRECISTANDARD IN DETERMINING
THAT APPtlLAllT SUFFERED ACIUAL HARM FROM THE TRIAL COURT'S DENIAL OF THE
REOUESTED INSTRUCIION?

S TARRANT

Free CD-ROM
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e are pleased to announce that the Texas Cliniinal Defense
awyers Association has obtained a special offer for
TCDLA members froni Curtis Hill Publishing Co. Throngl~
September 30, 1994, TCDLA members who subscribe to QC
' ase
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I n addition, Curtis Hill Publishing Co. has agreed to donate $50.00
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to take advantage of this special offer, call (800) 460-6660 today.
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Jeo~ardvin Texas
~ f f eDixon:
r
I

"New Federalism" and the Promise of Article 37.09

I

n June 1993 Gsadv v. United States v. Dixon
Corbinl was overruled
In Dixon in one of two cases consolidated on appeal, Defendant Dixon was
by the United States under a bail ielease condition that he
Supreme Court barely not commit "any criminal offense."
He was found guilty of criminal conthree years after the case tempt for violating that condition after
beiug indicted for possessing cocaine
was decided. Grady had with
intent to distribute. Defendant
By Chuck Bubany
Foster
was uuder a civil protection
mandated a "same conorder ~equiffngthat he not "molest, assault, or in any manner threaten or physically
duct" supplement to the abuse" his estranged wife. 111a multi-count contempt proceeding, defendant Foster
was cbatged with violating the older by several assaults and seve~althreats. He was
"same elements" test of convicted
on some of the contempt counts and acquitted of othels. He was later
"same offense" under the indicted for simple assault, multiple counts of threatening to injure another, and
assault with intent to kill-all based on the events underlying the contempt prosecuFifth Amendment's dou- tion. The District of Columbia Court of Appeals ~uledthat all charges against both
were bamd uuder Grady v. Co~bin?
ble jeopardy protection. defendants
In a splintered decision, the Supreme Court exhibited its by now predictable confilBut in United States v. sion in dealing with jeopardy questions. After all heads are counted, however, five
justices voted to reinstate the Blockburger' same elements test as the exclusive test
Dixon2 a majority of the of what is the same offense forjeopardy purposes.
Applying Blockburger, Justice Scalia, w ~ t hJustice Kennedy concurring, held
Court opted for "same Dixon's
prosecution for possession of the same cocaine that had been the basis of his
elements" as the sole test. prior contempt conviction was bamd. As to Foster, Justice Scalia held that only the
simple assault prosecution was barred by the prior contempt; the other assaults and
This new limitation on the th~vatswere not because thcy each contained an intent element that violatio~~
of
the contempt order did not. Justice Rehnquist, on the other hand, with Justice
the jeopardy guarantee Thomas and O'Connor concuning, agreed thats@
'&
y
"same conduct" test slwuld
poses a test of the "new be ovenuled, but found uuder Blockburmr's "same elements" test that neither
Dixon's prosecution nor any of the Foster counts were hatled. To Justice Rehuquist,
federalism" in Texas the genelic crime of contempt had different elements than any substantive criminal
in the case. Ultimately, Dixon's prosecution and Count I of Foster's plosa
Criminal law. Will the charges
cution were held barred because Justices White, Souter and Stevens thought all
Texas court interpret the counts should be barred, even under Blockboreer according to Justice White and
according to Justices Souter and Stevens.
unde~
double jeopardy protection to conform to the Dixon's Aftermath
In Pauish v. State,5 after &st holding that an ea~lierconviction of speeding
now more limited federal
constituted a bar to a subsequent prosecution for DWI, the Texas Court of
standard or will the pro- Criminal Appeals ~everseditself 011 rehearing on the bash of Dixon. Since each
offense required p~oofof at least one elemeut not required by the other, they were
tection be given a broad- no
longer the same offense for Fifth Amendment jeopa~dypmposes. The court
er reach as a matter of remanded the case to the court of appeals, however, for consideration whether the
DWI prosecution was barred under the jeopardy prohibition of Texas Constitution
Texas law?
aiticle I, section 14. Accordingly, the Texas courts of appeal and ultimately the
Texas Court of C~iminalAppeals must face in the context of double jeopardy the
VOICE VOLUME23 NUMBER 6 JULYlAUGUST94

question being encountered in other areas of protections for
a criminal accused, namely, the extent to which, if at all,
the Texas law p~ovidesbroader protection than the federal
minimum.
Even before GraAy was decided, the Texas Court of
Criminal Appeals had gotten a head start. In a series of decisions in 1987, the comt presaged the decision in Qg&. It
held that even if two offenses were separate and one was not a
lesser included offense of the other because each had different
elements, conviction of one would bar p~osecutionof the
other if the second prosecution involved proof of conduct of
which the defendant had already been convicted. For example, an involuntary manslaughter prosecution based on killing
as a result of DWI was barred where the defendant had
aheady been convicted of the DWI offense.' Also, in the
reverse situation, a defendant aheady convicted of involuntaly manslaughter on a DWI theo~ycould not be prosecuted
for DWL based on the same intoxication involved in the involuntary manslaughte~prosecution.7 The "same conduct" 01
"same incidents" test announced by the Texas court in the
p r e - h d y era was based on the court's interpretation of
United States Sup~emeCourt cases interpreting the Double
Jeopady clause of the F~fthAmendme~~t.
Now the question is whether anything like the same conduct test will surviveover~uling.

seemed willing to assume the majority was right when it
"finds no 'mandate' in jeopaxdy provisions of our constitutions" but insisted that a judge-made commoli law rule that
has been in existence for 105 years should not be simply
abandoned without good reason.15
The holding of McWilliams should be contrasted with that
In DEQa
of the more recent case of State v. T o ~ r e s . ' ~
felony escape indictment had been dismissed after the defendant bad pled to it, but before the p~.asecutionhad presented
any witnesses. A new indictment for the same offense was
likewise dismissed on the ground that jeopardy had attached
at the prior trial on the fhst indictment. The comt of appeals
affirmed the dismissal on the ground that under Texas
Constitution, Article I, 5 14 jeopardy had attached when the
defendant pled not guilty to the fist indictment, rejecting the
State's claim that jeopardy did not attach in a bench ttial until
the first witness was sworn. The Texas Court of Criminal
Appeals noted that befo~ethe Fifth Amendment double jeopardy protection was made applicable to the states in 1969,
"this Court had long held that double jeopardy protection
under Aticle I, 5 14 of the Texas Constitution attached at all
trials when the defendant pled to the indictment "I7 The
Sup~emeCourt d i n g that jeopardy attached under the Fifth
Amendment when the jury was empaneled and sworn,
"afforded Texas defendants greaterprotection than Article I, §
14, because . . .jeopardy attach[ed] at an earlier point in a
Texas Jeopardy Cases
jury trial,'"' Under Texas piactice the jury is impaneled and
sworn befo~ethe defendant's plea to the indictment. On the
The Fifth Amendment's double jeopardy piohibition was other hand, the Supreme Coint's benoh trial cases hold that
incorporated th~oughthe Fou~teenthAmendment and applied jeopardy has attached once the judge begins taking evidence,
in 1969. Before then, and probably when the fi19witness is s w o ~ n . ' Accordingly,
to the states in Bent011 v. Ma~vland~
~
Texas cou~tsapplied the doctrines of autrefois convict (for- the Texas coint conchded that Texas precedent i~~volving
mer conviction) and autrefois acquit (former acquittal) to the iute~pretationof Article I, § 14 meant that jeopardy attaches
jeopatdy question? A subsequeut prosecution was barred by earlier in a bench trial and in this limited situation the defew
a former conviction if the offense was patt of the same t ~ m s - dant hastnore protection under the state constitution.
action and involved the same act. Former acquittal was a bar
Notwithstanding Torres,however, the Texas Court of
if the second offense was established by the same ev~dence. Criminal Appeals noted ~ecentlyin Stephens v. Statezo that,
Theso-called carving doctrine also was applied to preclude "Conceptually, the State and Federal double jeopardy proviAfter sions are identi~al."~'Steohens relied on United States
more than one conviction out of a single tiansa~tion.~~
the Mfth Amendment double jeopardy protection was made Sup~emeCourt precedent to iule that the offmse of rape was
applicable to the states, the Texns con^ ts tended to treat both the same offense as aggravated rape. Accordiugly, ~eversalof
the state and fede~alprotections as identical."
the aggravated lape conviction on the gmund of insufficient
In Ex oarte McWillian~s,'~
the Texas Court of Criminal evidence to prove the aggravating elements p~ecludeda subAppeals abandoned the so-called carvi~lgdoctrine which lim- sequent p~osecutionfor tape under the Fifth Amendment
ited the state to a single conviction from a single transaction. Double Jeopardy Clause.
The prosecution could carve a transaction into as many
offenses as it desi~ed,but once a conviction was obtained, it Independent State Constitutional Ground
could plosecute no mule. A niajo~ityof the court, in ejecting
the doctrine said that "Neither the Federal nor State
The issue that must now be decided is whether the double
Constitutions nor Texas statutes p h i b i t multiple prosecution jeopa~dyprotection of Article 1, section 14 of the Texas
for two statutory offenges committed in the same Constitution provides greatel p~otectionkhan the provisions of
transaction."" The doct~inewas called "cou~tmade" and not the Fifth Amendment dealing with former jeopardy. Given
constitutionally based.
the history of the development of Fifth Amendment jurispruThree members of the court regarded the doctrine as hav- dence in Texas, it will be a difficult task to find that it does.
ing a Texas constitutioual basis: "The coiut is conect in Moreover, the claims for new federalism in Texas criminal
holding that the United States Constitution does not require law ju~ispriidenceseem little more than rhetoric; as yet, the
the carving doctrine, but it is wrong about the Texas C o u ~ of
t Criminal Appeals has shown little inclination to
C~nstitution."'~The majority regarded the doct~ineas "court breathe independent vitality into the Texas Bill of Rights.
made" with "110 provision for such a doctrine" ill either the Independent protections f o ~
c~iminaldefendants in the limited
state 01 fede~alconstitutions. Dissenting Judge Clintori s~tuationin which they have been found have been based
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almost exclusively on Texas @&&xy law, not the Texas
Con~titution.~'
Much of the commentary on the new federalism in Texas
smacks of wishful thinking.') As P~ofessorDix has observed,
the new federalism means inde~endencebut not necessarily
judicial activism, that is, diffe~ent~esultsthan wete reached
under the Suplzrne Coult's interpretation of the federal Bill of
Rights? In fact, expansive interpretation of federal Bill of
Right protections in criminal cases in the past has paradoxically in itself created a huge obstacle to an analogous expansive reading of State Bill of Right pmvisions. Why? Defense
attorneys assumed (probably with considerable justification)
that they had a chance to succeed only with a federal constitutional claim. Ahnost all the decisions addressed only the federal claim, and, if the state constitutional provision was mentioned it was only as an afterthought, and clearly with the
assumption that it was no greater protection than the federal
constitutional provision.
The high court should not, nor shonld it be expected, to
address this problem willy-nilly. The shaky underpinnings
of the new federalism are obvious. First, the Texas cou~t
has tended to view the federal constitution as defining the
content of the state constitutional analogue, as has been the
case in the double jeopardy area. Thus, there. has been a
failure to develop a tradition of independence. Second,
even when the court has posed the issues as different, it has
not tended to give the state constitutional provision any
independent or different interpretation. Thirdly, the court
has not developed a conceptual framework that will shield
it from claims that its independent state constitutional doctrine is nothing more than gloss on the judges' views of
sound poli~y."~'
Despite lip-service to its independence, the Court of
Criminal Appeals has not indicated a levolutionary attitnde
in this area, notwithstanding the conveiitional view that the
current court is more liberal than its predecessors. First, the
court has moved slowly, iemanding cases to the courts of
appeal to decide (when the issue is properly raised on appeal)
the state constitutional issue in the first instance. Second.
appellate court judges are pmctical and naturally would be
disinclined to move rapidly. Judges will move gingerly
because they appreciate the independent state ground could
he a kind of a tar baby, that once embarked upon would
involve steady pressure on the judges to ratchet up the p ~ o tections. They know that it simply will mean more work.
Thirdly, there is a political problem. The whipping boy for
the "law-and-order" advocates in the past has been the
United States Supreme Court. Were the Coua of Criminal
Appeals to take it upon itself to render decisions perceived as
giving criminal defendants mole rights than afforded by the
federal constitution, the judges perceived as responsible
could be committing political hari-kari. The memory of
Justice Bird and the California Supreme Coint is still with us.
The politically safer route to expanding protections for eriminal defendants is to use legislation and merely "interpret" the
law. Using a statute as a buffer diffuses criticism that the
court is judicially legislating. This practical reality suggests
to defense attoineys that Texas statutory law should be
reso~tedto first. In the jeopardy are& this means the Code of
Criminal Procedure.
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Prosecution of a lesser included offense will bar prosecution of the higher offense and vice ~ e r s a . 2The
~ expansive
definition of lesser included offense under Code of
Criminal Procedure, article 37.09 could be used to perpetuate the "same conduct" test of jeopardy. Under article
37.09 an offense is a lesser included offense if "it is established by proof of the same or less than all the &&?@
required to establish commission of the offense charged.'"'
This provision has been interp~etedby the court to be a
"same evidence" test and what proof is "required" under
article 37.09 depends on the state's theory and the evidence
admitted to support that theory, not on the pleadings." In
Day v. Statem the court held that criminal trespass was a
lesser included offense of burglary even though each
offense had a non-common statutory element; criminal trespass required entry after actual notice and hurglary requi~ed
entry without effective cdnsent. The offenses were the
same (criminal trespass was a lesser inclnded offense of
burglary) because the elements, although diffeient, would
be established by the same evidence.
Recently, in Bartholomew v. State* the Court of Criminal
Appeals held that speeding and racing were lesser included
offenses of reckless driving, at l a s t on the facts in that case.
In upholding the trial court's denial of jury charges on the
speeding and racing as lesser included offenses of ~eckless
driving, the court of appeals refemed to speeding and lacing
as merely "the evidentiary means by which the State chose to
plove recklessness." This language echoes that of the cases in
which the State argued that conduct in a serial prosecution
was merely "evidentiary" but not an essential element of the
offense?'
This analysis could be applied to the facts in Parrish v.
Although speeding and DWI obviously are diffe~ent
offenses based on a comparison of elements, it is quite possible that the fact of defendant's speeding could be used by the
State as evidence of intoxieatio~iin its DWI prosecution.
Thus, speeding conld be a lesser included offense of DWI. It
seems clear that some cases p~eviouslydecided on the-then
perception of federal double jeopardy involve scenarios to
which the article 37.09 analysis wunld apply. A pronlinent
example is that of separate plosecutions for DWI and involuntary manslaughter based on the same intoxication which was
not permitted. Accotdingly, a~ticle37.09(1) will bar serial
prosecutions in some sitnations in which &&'s
same conduct test would have applied.
In the same fashion as it did in the post-Cd& era, the
Coult of Criniind Appeals could require the State to make a
fo~malcommitment before trial that the evidence used to
establish a separate offense for which the defendant has
aheady been prosecuted will not be nsed in a pending prosecution. For, as stated in Campbell v. State, the issue is
"whether the State's case as presented to prove the offense
chruged included p ~ o o fof [a lesser included offense]," not
"whether the primary offense is capable of proof on some theory that would not show [a lesser included offense].'"'
The rule in Texas after C&b was that once a defendant
had made a good-faith threshold showing that a second prosecution was for conduct for which he was fornie~lyplaced in

'
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jeopardy, the State had the burden to establish that the hvo
if a defendant
offenses were not the sarne.'"ccordingly,
who had been convicted of speeding on a certain date is later
pmsecutcd for reckless driving on that date, a motion to dismiss the second prosecution on jeopardy grounds would
require the State, to withstand the motion, to make a "firm
comtniturent" in writing that evidence of conduct f a which
the defendant had already been prosecuted would not he
offered at trial.
The recent case of Ex parte Lowery3' seiyes to illustrate
the possible reach of the article 37.09 approach. In !&way
the accused was indicted for murder and convicted by a jury
of criminally negligent homicide. When he was subsequently indicted for agg~avatedrobbery based on the same episode
on which the mulder prosecution was based, the accused
filed an application for writ of habeas corpus based on double jeopady. The trial comfs denial of his application was
reversed by the Dallas Couit of Appeals based on the "same
conduct" test of Orady v. Corhin. The Dallas couit held that
murder and aggravated robbery did not meet the Blockhureer
same elements test since each offense included an element
the other did not, i.e., murder-death, and agg~avatedlobheq-intent to commit theft. But because the murder prosecution was for conduct that included the assault and aggm
vated assault that would provide the basis of the agg~avated
robbery charge, the murdw pmsecution balled the aggravated rohhery ch;arge. On the State's petition for discretionary
review, however, the Court of C~iminalAppeals reversed and
remanded the case to the court of appeals f a reconsidelation
in light of Dixon. The remand of Lwmy to the court of
appeals rather than to the trial court suggests that there may
yet be a basis to find the aggravated robbery prosecution was
ban-ed. In other cases in which the Court of C~iniinal
Appeals has determined that double jeapa~dywould not be
t appeals and
violated, it has simply reversed the c o u ~ of
iemanded the case to the ttial c o ~ r t . ~
Because the murder charge was not prosecuted on a felonymurder theory, hut alternatively under Penal Code §$
19.02(a)(I) & (2)' the aggravated robbery cannot be considered a lesser included offense of murder either under a same
elements or same evidence standard. It simply is not established by the same or less than all the facts required to establish the murder offense. But since the Court of Criminal
Appeals has in fact adopted an evidence app~oachto whether
an offense is lesser included, eschewing a pleadiug app~oach,
one may argue that under article 37.09, the mu~derand its
included assaults were lesser included offenses of the aggravated robbery, at least if the State relies on the same deadly
assault as the aggravating fact for the robbery. The rationale
of the Dallas cou~tin applying the now-jettisoned same cow
duct test could just as well be used to apply the same evidence
test of article37.09:
Rega~rllessof which blow the State selects in the pending
aggravated robbery case, it will i d y upon an act tried aheady
in the murder trial?'

[Ilt is clear that the State could not piosecure appellant
for assault and aggravated assault, because these offense?
were lesser-included offenses of the murder indictment . . .
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[and] the State cannot rely upon those identical . . . offenses
as building blocks upon which to prosecute the aggravated

Conclusion
It will be difficult for the Texas C o u ~of
t CriminaI Appeals
to perpetuate the "same conduct" test of same offense for
jeopardy purposes as a matter of state constitutional law
since the court has conformed the state plotection to that of
the federal double jeopa~dyprovision. However, because of
Texas law's expansive definirion of lesser included offense
mider Code of Criniinal Procedure, article 37.09, the potential exists for reaching practically the same result thmugh use
of that provision in defining what is the "samne offense" for
jeopardy puiposes.
495 US. SO8 (1990)
113 S.Ct. 2849 (1993).
495 U.S. 508 (1990).
Blockburger v. United States, 284 US. 299 (1932).
869 S.W.2d 352, ove~rulingon rehea~ing,872 S.W.2d 224
(Tex. C~im.App. 1993). See also Texas v. Holeuin,
S . W . 2 d
(Tex. Grim. App., Sept. 29, 1993)
(Conviction of burglary of building with intent to commit
theft not ba~redby prior conviction of theft);
Ex&%,
S.W.2d(Tex. Crim. App., Sept. 29,
1993) (p~iormviction for possession of drug paraphernalia does not bar a subsequent prosecution for possession
of marijuana even if piosecutions arose out of the same
transaction and the paraphernalia and the tnmijuana wele
located in the same container).
6. Ex oarte Peterson, 738 S.W.2d 688 (Tex. Crinl. App.
1987).
7. Mav v. State, 726 S.W.2d 573 (Tex. Crini. App. 1987).
8. 395 US. 784 (1969).
9. See, e.g., &axyA& I47 C1.R. 100, 178 S.W.2d 530
(1944).
lo. See H m ~ h t e y v.
s State, 565 S.W.2d 59 (Tex. Ccim. App.
1978) where the Double Jeopardy protection of the Texas
and federal constitutions were regarded as identical, with
the carving doctrine as a kiud of local gloss on the basis
protected.
11, See Jones v. State, 514 S.W.2d 255 (Tex. Crim. App.
1974); Luna v. State, 493 S.W.2d 854 (Tex. Cri~n.App.
1973).
12.634 S.W.Z~815 (Tex. Crim. App. 1982).
13. Id.at 823.
14. Id. at 825 (Roberts, J., dissenting with Onion and Teague
concuning).
15. Id. at 828 (Ciinton, J., dissenting). Judge Clinton apparently did not disagree with the majority's conclusion that
the carving doctrine was not constitutionally mandated,
bat he did not disagiee that "the doctrine is son~ehow
inhe~entlysuspect because it is a judicial creation." M.at
jurists pietended that
831. He noted that none of theea1.1~
it was constirutionally presciibed "in pmcise words and
terms" but they found it "so well estahIished in the criminal law that it should be applied" and should continue to
be enforced as part of the State's common law.
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16.805 S.W.2d 41&(Tex.Crim. App. 1991).
17. B.at 420.
18. Id.
19. SeeCrist v. Bretz, 437 U.S. 28 (1978).
20.806 S.W.2d 812 o x . Crim. App. 19903.
21, M.at 815, citing Phillips v. St&, 787 S.W,2d 391, 393
n.2 (Tex, Crim. App. 1990).
22. See, eg., Garcia v. State, 829 S.W.2d 796 (Tex. C r k .
App. 1992) (inevitable discovery exception to the federal
exclusionary rule not appIicablo to the exclusionary iule
of Code of Criminal Procedure, article 38.23). But see
$anehez v. State, 707 S.W.2d 575 (Tex. Crim. App. 1986)
(use of post-arrest, pre-Miranda warning silence to
impeach, which is permitted under the Fifth Amendment,
held not permissible in part because of Texas
Constitution. Article I, Section 10).
23. See, e.g., & Hampton & C. Lanning-Hampton, "Breaking
Out of 'Zock-Step": The Plain View Doctrine in Texas
After Heitman v. State-Pas 3, VOICE, April 1992, at J5.
24. G. Dix, Judicial Indegendence in Definina Criminal
Defendants' Texas Constitutional Riehts, 69 TEX. L.
REV. 1369,1370-71(1990).
25. H.at 1402-03: see a h Davenport v. Gmia, 834 S.W.2d 4,
24 (Tex. 1992) (Hecht, J., concurring), Professor Dix
o b s m that the n w t to a principled appmaeb the court
has come is with its "original intent" rationale which in most
cases islimited by lack ofevidence of original understanding.
26. Stqhens v. State, 806 S.W.2d 812 (Tex. Crim. App.
1990). Presumably prosecution of the lesser offense is a
bar only if the State could have prosecuted the higher
offense at the time it chose to prosecute the lower. See
Diaz v. State, 223 U.S. 442 (1912) (homicide chage not
barred when death occun-ed after prosecution for assault
of the-then alive victim).
27. TEX. CODE CRIM. PROC. art. 37.09(1) (emphasis
added).
28. Cam~hellv. State, 571 S.W.2d 161 (Tex. Crim. App.
1978). Indeed, in Campbell, Judge Roberts dissented on
the ground that to prove aggravated robbery the state was
not
to prove a completed theft. The majwity did
not disagree with Judge Roberts as a general proposition
but held that on the facts as presented in the case, the
State was relying on completed theft, and it was thus a
lesser included offense under article 37.09.
Accordingly, Texas adopts what has been referred to as
the "cognateevidence" or "actual evidence" approach to
lesser included offenses. See C. Blair, Constitutional
Limitations on the Lesser Included Offense Dochine, 21
AM. CRIM. L. REV. 445,448-50 (1984).
29.532 S.W.2d 302 flex. Crim. App. 1976).
30. S . W . 2 d p ( T e x .
Crim. App., Feb. 23,1994).
31. See, eg., State v. H o d , 845 S.W.2d 853 (Tex. Crim.
App. 1992).
32. 869S.W.2d 352, overtuli~tgon rehearing, 872 S.W.2d 224
flex. Crim.App. 1993).
33.571 S.W.2d 161,162 (Tex. Crim. App. 1978).
34. W s h v. State, 872 S.W.2d 225 (Tex. Crim. App. 1993);
Houth v. State, 845 S.W.2d 853 (Tex. Ctim. App. 1992).
35.867 S.W.2d4l (Tex. Crim. App. 1993).
36. See State v. Holgt~in,
S.W.2d
(Tex. Crnn.

App., Sept. 29, 1993); see also pice v. State, --S . W . 2 d (T-ex. Crim. App., Sept. 29, 1993) (court of
appeals is affirmed based on the Court of Criminal
Appeals conclus3on of no double jeopardy).
37. Ex oarte Lowere, 840 S.W.2d 550, 550 (Tex. App. Dallas 1992).
38.u. at 557. Recall that despite Justice Brennan's disclaimer in Gradv v. Corbin that he was not postulating
dthw an "actual evidence" or "sante evidence" test, his
"same conduct" appronch was criticized @ doing just that.
Grady v. Corbin, 495 U.S. 508, 526 at 539-42 (1990)
(Scalia, J., dissenting).
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Should Art. I 14, Texas
Constitution, Embrace
the Same Conduct Test?
The threshold inquiry to determine
n independent examiwhether there are two offenses or only
nation of the funda- one for jeopa~dypulposes when the
same act constitutes a violation of two
mental guarantees of the distinct statutory provisions, is whether
provision requires proof of a fact
Texas Bill of Rights man- each
the other does not. &Blockburger v.
dated by Heitman v. State, Udted States, 284 US. 299, 52 S.Ct.
180, 76 L.Ed. 306 (1932). If so, there
Bv Sfan Brown
815 S.W.2d 681 (Tex. is no jeopardy.
More importantly, G~advv. Cohin, 495 US. 508, 110 S.Ct. 2084, 109 L.Ed.2d 548
Crim. App. 1991) supports (1990) made clear "a technical compa~isonof the elements of the two offenses as
requi~edby Blockhureer does not protect defendants sufficiently from the burdens of
the conclusion that the multiple
trials. Q&y similarly demonst~atedthe limitations of the Blockbweer anatysis.
If
Blockbureer
constituted the entire double jeopardy inquiry in the context of sucTexas prohibition against
cessiveprosecutions, the State could try Corhin in four consecutive trials: for failwe to
double jeopardy provides keep right of the median, for driving while intoxicated, for assault, and for homicide.''
Id. at 109 L.Ed.2d564 (footnote omitted). Upon that reasoning, it determined:
greater protection than the
Thus, a sithsequent prosecution must do more than merely survive the
Blockburszer test. As we wggested inY&&, [Illinois v. Vible, 447 U.S. 410,
similar provision of the
100 S.Ct. 2260, 65 L.Ed.2d 228 (1980)], the double jeopardy clause bars any
posecution in which the govemnlent, to establish an essential elesubsequent
United States Constitution.
ment of an offense charged in that prosecution, will prove conduct that constihttes an offense for which a defendant has already been prosecuted.
This conclusion is based
Id. (footnote omitted).
on the more expansive lanDespite QgJy's untimely demise in US. v. Dixon, 113 S.Ct. 2849 (1993); its holding
that ... the douhle jeopardy clause bars any subsequent prosecution in which the governguage of Art. I, $14. ment, to establish an essential element of an offense for which a defendant has akady
Additionally, important been prosecuted ..." Gradv, suum: shouldremain the law of Texas under Art.I, $14.
An eminent Texas constitutional scholar has argued that the^= are four basic rules
for
co~~st~uing
bill of rights guarantees: (1) a bill of lights must he construed liberalpolicy considerations,
ly; (2) when pe~sonalliberties guaranteed by a constitution are at stake, courts must
basic rules for construing apply an individual rights perspective lather than a societal perspective; (3) our bill
of rights is a guiding norm and principle to be applied and interpreted by the couf;
bill of rights guarantees, and (4) the courts should liberally apply remedial relief. Harrington, Flaming a
and an entire body of Texas Texas Bill of Rights Argument, 24 St. Mary's Law Jou1nal399,417 (1993). Policy
considerations, of course, are always an underlying considelation. K. Hampton,
"Should
Texas Join Other States' Rejection of Illinois v. Gates in the Post-Heitman
law embracing the same
Ela?," 34 South Texas Law Review 250,275 (1993).
conduct test all support the
POLICY CONSIDERATIONS
argument that the same
The ordinary citizen would believe double jeopardy to prevent a prosecution based
conduct test should still be
on certain conduct, following a prosecution for that same conduct. It is vital public
policy that our systcm of criminal justice appear fair. Part of that appearance of fairthe law in Texas.

A

"

ness must, of necessity, include the law meeting the reasonable expectations of the
citizens. The same conduct test meets those leasmahle expectations. Once an
accused has been prosecuted for one criminal act, the State should not he allowed to
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use that same act as the basis for a subsequent prosecution.
There are other sonnd policy considerations for retaining
the same conduct test under Art. I, $14. "[Tlhepeople of the
State of Texas, throughits grand jury, assisted by its prosecuting attorney in drnwing an indictment against an accused for
criminal conduct, are better served by thestate 'taking its best
shot,' so to speak, the first time rather than trying to improve
on its successive munds." Ex park McWilliamns, 634 S.W.2d
815, 829 (Tex. Crim. App. 1980) (Clinton, J., dissenting)
(footnote omitted). The same conduct test of Grady v. Corbin
is imminently sensible. When an accused bas been prosecuted for cerkain conduct, the most sensible policy is that jeopardy should bar a subsequent prosecuting involving that same
conduct as an essential element. As Studer v. State, 799
S.W.2d 263 (Tex. Crim. App. 1990) allows the State virtually
unlimited latitude in drafting its charging instruments, considerations of judicial econotny and the adve~sa~y
system should
compel the State to make thoughtful decisiom about its all*
gations or face the consequences. The language of Art. I,
$14, supports that resolution as well.

LANGUAGE OF ART. 1, §14
The pertinent language of the Fifth Amendment passively
states "nor shall any person be subject forthe same offense to be
twice put in jeopardy of life or limb...." At. I, $14 commands:
No person, for the same offense, shall be twice pot in
jeopardy of life or liberty, nor shall a person be again
put upon eial for the same offense, after a verdict of
not guilty in a court of competent ju~isdiction.
Under Heitman. "a reason to interpret a state right more
broadly than a federal right may be that the state constitutional guarantee is cast in terms that allow a far broader interp~etation than the co~respondingfederal constitutional protection." &i&mn at 688 (footnote omitted). Certain provisions,
including Art. I, $14, are better "susceptible to a more affumative and vigo~ousinterpretation," than the similar provisions of the federal constitution. Also, it is "8ignificant that
the Bill of Rights is the first article in our state constitution...
[sluch placement indicates the degree of impoflance of these
provisions to the drafters and the citizens of this state, as
opposed to the federal Bill of Rights which was amended to
the end of the federal counterpart." Heitman qt 689-690
(footnotes omitted). The language of Art. I, $14 emphasizes
the overriding jeopardy concern with a prior acquittal. There
is no comparable language in the federal counterpart. Art. I,
$ 1 4 ' ~emphasis of the phrase after a verdict of not euilty, as
well as its promilieme in a separate section of our Bill of
Rights, further distinguishes it from the federal countelpal t.
Regarding the Texas constitutional provisions being "susceptible to a more affirmative and vigorous interpretation,"
kkitmn also cited Judge Duncan's article, "Terminating the
Guardianship: A New Role for State Courts," 19 St. Mary's
Law Journal 809. 838-842 (1988). Heitman. w,815
S.W.2d at 685, n. 5. Respecting the two confrontation dauses, Judge Duncan explained that the passive language of the
Sixth Amendment, "In all criminal prosecutions, the accused
... shall be confronted by the witnesses against him," as compared to the mandahxy language of the comparable provision
af Art. I, $10, Texas Constitution, means Texrrs confrontation

is a mole expansive right than its federal counterpart. The
same is true of the mandatory language of Art. I, $14 compared to the passive style of the Fifth Amendment jeopardy
pmvisiou. The passive language of the Fifth Amendment
pmvision pales in comparison to the clear mandate of Art. I,
$14; the farmer is framed in terms of rights granted and the
latter is a clear command jeopardy should bar any subsequent
prosecution based on the same act for which one was previously prosecuted. The protection of 9ife or liberty" in Art. I,
$14 connotes broader pmtection than the "life or limb" reference of the Fifth Amendment.
Moreover, the clear mandate of Heitman and other cases
would require the comt to independently construe Art. I, $14,
even if its language were identical. "When a state court interprets the constitution of its state meily as a restatement of the
Federal Constitution, it both insults the dignity of the state
charter and denies citizens the fullest protection of their
lights." Davenport v. Garcia, 834 S.W.2d 4, 12 (Tex. 1992).

PRECEDENT
In Ex parte Ramos, 806 S.W.2d 845 (Tex. Crim. App.
1991), the Court of Criminal Appeals unanimously approved
of the clarification of jeopardy law resulting from the same
conduct test. The court in Ramos expresses this sentiment,
stating, "The waters (jeopardy jurisprudence) have been
somewhatcleared with the promulgation of Glady v. Corbin."
Id. at 847.
Consequently, State v. Florio, 845 S.W.2d 849 (Tex. Ctim.
App. 191)2), relying on
held jeopa~dybamd the subsequent prosecution of the appellant for murder by striking
and hitting with an instrument and by inserting an object since
he had already k n prosecuted for that conduct under another
count alleging that he intentionally or knowingly caused
injury to a child. The conduct of striking and inserting was
the same criminal conduct, State v. &io. w,845 S.W.2d
at 853. Older cases, as well, support that conclusion.
Long before Benton v. Maryland, 395 U.S. 784, 89 S.Ct.
2056, 23 L.Ed.2d 707 (1969) held the jeopardy p~ovisionof
the Fifth Amend~nentapplicable to the states, Texas was
applying a same conduct test under Art. I, $14. Hiishfield v.
&@, 11 Tex. App. 297 (Ct. App. 1881) involved convictions
of uttering a forged instrument and swindling by that same
act. A t . I, $14 was found to mean that "a pelson shaU not he
twice put in jeopardy for the same act, acts, or omission,
which ale forbidden by positive law, and to which is annexed,
on conviction, any punishment presciibed in this Code." Id.
at 215. See also Wilson v. State, 45 Tex. 76 (1876); Moore v.
BE&,25 S.W. 1120 (Tex. Crim. App. 1894).
Those cases, in part, concerned the abandoned carving
doctrine as well as Art. 1, $14. The same conduct test, however, does not constitute a wholesale resurrection of that
doctrine. Hirshfield explained, "It must be borne in mind
that there is another principle applicable to this subject of
jeopardy, which is quite distinct from that which obtains in
pleas of former conviction or acquittal gene~ally.This is the
doctrine of carving ..." &$.at 215. Under the same conduct
test, jeopardy alone, without regard to carving, would not
allow a conviction of swindling for the same zct of passing a
forged instrulnent upon which an accused has already been

m,

prosecuted. On the other hand, the holding of Simco v.
w e , 9 Tex. App. 338, 349 (Ct. App. 1880) that carving
prohibited any subsequent conviction of the accused for
horse theft where be had stolen three horses from three separate individuals at the same time and was convicted of theft
from one of them, would undoubtedly not result under the
same conduct test. Even if Sirnco somehow managed to
grab the reins of all three horses simnltaneously, the taking
of each horse was a separate act, committed against separate
individuals. Disregarding possible extraneous offense evidence, trial for the theft of A's horse would not involve
proof of an essential element necessary to be proved in a
trial for theft of B's horse.
Presiding Judge Davidson, with a brilliantly crafted concurring opinion in Svannell v. State, 203 S.W. 357 (Tex. Cr.
App. 1918), made clear the same conduct test and thedoctrine
of carving are distinct concepts that do not necessarily require
the same result The appellant there, with one shot, killed
Butlex and appellant's wife. He did not intend to kill his wife.
He was acquitted of murdering his wife and urged the jeopardy prohibition of Art. I, $14 haned his prosecution for murder of Butler. Reasoning that appellant could have been convicted of mu~deringhis wife only if the jury was convinced
the shooting of Butler was not in self-defense and was not
with malice, the Court concluded the trial court erred in refusing to submit appellant's requested instruction concerning former acquittal to the jury in his trial for the murder of Butler.
M.358-360. In concurrence, Judge Davidson succinctly distinguished the two concepts:
Generally stated, the doctrine of carving would
apply where the acts were different, or where evidence under one trial would not sustain a conviction
under the indictment on which the party was tried,
hut I do not understand the rule to he that the doctrine
of carving would apply in oases where the party could
have been convicted under the indictment upon which
he was fiist tried ... where a party may have taken
several animals at one time from diffetent owners,
and was charged by separate indictments for these
takings, an acquittal for taking one could not be
pleaded in bar of a prosecution for taking any of the
other cattle. This grows out of the proposition that
the two indictments could not be supported by the
same facts ... So it seems to me, not only from the
adjudicated cases, hut from the Constitution and
statutes as well, that, where an actor can be convicted
under an indictment that involves the same facts that
would justify his conviction under a second indictment, he cannot again be tried, whether he he acquitted or convicted on the first trial.
Id. at 361-362 (Davidson, P.J., concurring) (citations omitted). The "same facts" and the "same conduct" test involve
essentially the same jeopardy analysis under Art. I, 814. Does
the second prosecution require the proof of conduct for which
the appellant has already been prosecuted?

CONCLUSION
Publlc policy, legal precedent, and basic rules for construing hill of rights guarantees, all dictate that double jeopardy in Texas he interpreted more expansively than its federal counterpart. Because of Art. 1, 814's emphasis of the
language "after a verdict of not guilty," as well a s its
prominence in our Bill of Rights, it is significantly distinguishable from the jeopardy provision of the Fifth
Amendment. Under &$man the courts are required to
determine if the Texas jeopardy protection is h~oaderthan
the federal protection. Unfortunately. the courts of appeal
have been hesitant to follow the command of Heifman and
engage in separate meaningful analysis of the provisions of
the Texas Bill of Rights. See for example, Parks v. State,
858 S.W.2d 623 (Tex. App. Ft. Worth 1993, no pet.);
Highwarden v. State, 846 S.W.2d 479 (Tex. App. - [14th
Dist.] Houston 1993, pet. granted). Nevertheless, the same
conduct test, approved by the Court of Criminal Appeals,
should remain the law in Texas.
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Ce~tainlya liberal construction of Art. I, 814 compels a
conclusion that the same conduct test should apply in Texas.
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The prosecution of an accused for specific conduct should bar
a subsequent prosecution for that same conduct, even if the
conduct violates more than one penal statufe and one statute
requires proof of a fact not r e q m r . Once an
accused has been prosecuted for certain specific conduct, a
fair reading of Art.1, $14 should bar any subsequent prosecution involving that same conduct.
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eral criminal cases share
the following facts:
A car travelling eastbound on Interstate 10 or
northbound on U.S. 59 is
stopped by the police for a
traffic infraction. An occupant consents to a search of
the vehicle, or a drug sniffing dog "aleits" to drugs in
the car. Drugs are then discovered in the car. The
occupants are arrested.

r.

There are generally two tactics a
lawyer can employ when representing
a defendant in such a case. The first, is
to move the court to su~vressevidence
By Alexander Bunin
of the contraband because the search of
the vehicle was illegal. The second, is
to ague at trial that the evidence is insufficient to support a co~~viction
for possession of the d~ugs.
The author is very depressed abont rhe state of the law in both areas.
However, due to the sparcity of legal w~itingon the latter coulse, this article was
prepal ed.
.A

Division, many fed-

..

II. Death of the Motion to Suppress.
Nothing has simplified the lives of the highway police as the Fiflh Circuit's
app~ovalof the type of roadside stops once known as "pretext awests". In 1987, that
Court held that as long as an officer can cite some valid reason for stopping a vehicle, it matters not that real motivation was to look for d~ugs.'
It is amazing how many tmffic stops ale made by narcotics task force office~s.My
own unscientific study of the officers that patrol the Interstate andU.S. Highways of
Southeast Texas reveals: (I) D.P.S. Troopers frequently stop cars for failing to
maintain a single Iane; (2) Beaumont Police often arrest drivers for following other
cats too closely; and (3) theleis one drug task force officer with an uncanny ability
to find unilluminated license plates.
It may be that these officeis are as equally conce~nedabout traffic violations as
arresting drug couriers. However, most local lawyeis are skeptical. Two such officers were facetiously christened by one Fifth Circuit Panel as "the ever-vigilant
LaChance and Froman of the Beaumont Police De~artment."~A featule alticle in
t l Beaumont
~
Enterprise dubbed them "Kings of the R ~ a d . " ~
Once the stop has heen made - and before you can say 'cnervousness, conflicting
sto~ies,and travelling from a source city" - the officers ask permission to search for
drugs and guns. ("Oh, by the way, you don't mind if I look in you car, do you?").
If consent is iefused, drug sniffing dogs ate minutes away. After the dog alerts, the
office~scan get down to the business of finding the dope.
The officers kr~owexactly how to justify the search. The entire process is very
efficient and perfectly consistent with cunent Fifth Circuit interpretations of the
Fmrth Amendment.'

Ill. Factual Sufficiency.
Julies often convict defendants in such cases. Jurors rely on such improper
considerations as: (1) the defendant "ain't from 'round here"; (2) the defendant is
a foreigner (including U.S. Citizens of Latin-American descent); (3) the defendant
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is nonwhite; (4) the defendant is not gainfully employed;
(5) the defeudant has had a p~eviousindiscletion with the
law; and (6) too much dope was found to acquit auyone in
the vicinity.
Juries sometimes acquit in such cases. This author can no
more explain this phenomena than a solar eclipse.
Recognizing the arbitrary nature of juries, the rest of this
article is devoted to reviewing the legal justifications for a
trial court or appellate court to acquit a defendant as a matter of law.

IV. Legal Sufficiency.
To secure a conviction, the government must prove beyond
a msouable doubt (1) knowing possession of drugs, (2) with
intent to distribute them.5
A. Knowing- Possession. It may be possible to "possess" drugs without knowing it. F~ltuuately,the caselaw
reveals no convict~onupheld on so metaphysical a concept.
Evidence that drugs were in plain view or readily accessible is sufficient to convict a driver or passenger of knowing possession of the drugs found in a vehicle." When
drugs are hidden, additional proof is necessary.' That
proof is found in the actions of the occupants and the location of the drugs.8
I. Occupants. The caselaw suggests a common set of indicia used by highway offtcers to supprt allegations that a defendant h e w the drugs were present in the car. Below rue examples of officer's testimony ar~dan analysis of those factors.
Officer: "I noticed the dliver was nervous. He wasn't nervous like someone stopped for speeding. It was more like he
was womied about me finding something."
Nervousness is very important to officers. It adds suspicion
for continued detention and it ultin~atelytends to show the
defendant knew the dope was there. The officer knows that a
defense attorney will want him to admit that everyone is nervous when they see flashing lights in their rearview milror.
The officer's inclination will be to disagree and reemphasize
this special bland of nervousness, indicative of more serious
clime afoot.
During cross examination, it is important to remind jwois
that confrontations with the police can be intimidating. The
officers cannot deny that traffic tickets are expensive and
cause higher insurance rates. There are good reasons for
nervousness other than fear of discovery. While this "special nervousness" may help the goverument prevail at the
suppression hearing, it can he less effective with jurors who
are reminded of theii own state of mind during a traffic
stop. The Fifth Circuit tends to put more weight on nervousness when a defendant's anxiety increases during the
progression of the search?
Officer: "We separated the occupants. My partner interviewed the driver mld I talked to the passenger. They had
cotlfliding stories about their t~ip."
Here, the officer wants to show that the occupauts were fabricating different stories. However, it may mean one is heiug
truthful. It may mean both are truthful, hut the offlcerclaims
a "conflict" where none exists.
The~r:is not necessarily a conflict if o ~ occupant
~ e
says they
came from San Antonio and another says they came from

Houston. If the tlip originatedin San Antonio it is difficult to
arrive in Beaumont without first passing through Houston.
The officer may have been satisfied once he found a "conflicl" and inquired no further. Without cross examination on
this point, the jury, trial court, and court of appeals m y also
e a conflict.''
he satisfied t h e ~ was
Officer: "His sto~ywas not believable."
This is akin to "conflicting stories". Generally this means
the officer disputes the story, not that it is objectively unbelievable. The courts are receptive to inuocent alternative
explanations." For instance, a defendant may have a plausible leason for renting a car under an alias.'* It is not the officer's subjective opinion that matters, but whether the facts are
p~ohativeof criminal intent.
Officer: 'The occupants had a close lelationship."
This is used ta connect a mere passenger to the driver or
owner of the vehicle. Drivels or car owners are more likely to
be held to he in possession of drugs because they have care,
custody and control over the vehicle that contains them."
Only when the d~ugsale clearly visible or accessible is custody of the car alone sufficient to convict.14 The government
will often try to show that a passenger's close relationship to
one with custody of the car implies the passenger knew it contained drugs.
Mere association with others engaged in crime is insufficient to uphold a ~ o n v i c t i o nhut
, ~ ~it can be weighed with
other indicia of c~ilninalhowledge.16 For instance, accompauying others on tasks essential to the criminal cortduct indicates "knowledge.""
Officer: 'They were traveling from Houston which is a
known source city for d~ugs."
In Southeast Texas, ofercers will always refer to Houston as
a "source city" for drugs. Whether this impresses the jury or
the court is uncertain. No appellate decisions indicate that it
is probative of the defendnnt's criminal intent. Certai~ily,
there must he at least several legitimate reasons to visit
Houston.
2. Location. Physical proximity to the drugs alone is
not sufficient to convict a defendant, when the contraband
is not in plain view.I8 This is especially true when the
drugs are contained in a hidden compaltment on the vehicle, and when that place is inaccessible to the defendant.'"
A lack of fingerprints on the drug container^,^^ or a lack of
drug residue on the defendant,21is also exculpatory.
However, evidence of fresh secretioll tends to incriminate
the occ~tpants.~~
3. Cases. There are several opinions that auyone trying a
loadside drug stop case should he familiar with. In each of
these opinions a defendant was acquitted on appeal because
the evidence was insufficient as a matter of law.
a. United States v. Fera 504F.2d 914 (5th Cir. 1974). The
defendaut was a passenger in a car driven by his co-defeudant. After stopping the vehicle, an officer shined a flashlight
into the backseat and found a 3-inch gap hetweeu the seat and
the Eame of the car. Either the co-defendant or the defendant
(it was not determined which oue), announced, "that's ma~ijuana in the~e." The officer then found 13 bricks of m i j u a n a
behind the seat. The co-defendant admitted buying the marijuana and the defendant admitted traveling with the driver
from Pennsylvania.
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the car and gave her $300 to "keep calm". She was not told
the amount, destination or origin of the marijuana. At the
checkpoint, the driver was questioned by border agents, but
the defendant told him to "shut up". Although traces of
marijuana were found in the defendant's pulse, it was not
linked to the 176 pounds of marijuana ultimately found in
the suitcase in the ear's trunk.
The Fifth Circuit reversed the conviction, stating:
... there is insufficient evidence to show that appellant shared Delgado's intent to distribute the marijuana, and that there is almost no evidence to establish
affirmative conduct designed to aid the distribution.
Her acceptance of the $300, and her silence at the
checkpoint perhaps establish her desire that the
unknown quantity of marijuana escape detection, and
that she and Delgado arrive safely in Austin. That evidence does not, however, establish in any way her
intention to associate herself with and participate in the
distribution of marijuana.

The Fifth Circuit reversed Ferg's conviction. The Court
stated:
Shaw, his con~panion,in no way implicated Ferg in the
statement he made to the fede~alagents. There was no
evidence to show that Ferg and Shaw had traveled
together for a sustained peiiod of tune after the marijuana
was admittedly obtained by Shaw. Moreover, the government did not establish that Ferg had rented the car or
even shared in the cost of the iental. It was not even
shown or claimed that Ferg had ever driven the car or
that he could drive an automobile, at 917.

b. United States v. Gordon. 700 F.2d 215 (5th Cir. 1983).
The defendant was in the passenger seat when the car was
stopped by border patrol agents. Upon request, the defendant
looked for a screwdriver and volunteered to assist an agent in
taking the screws off boxes found in a hidden compartment.
The Fifth Circuit reversed the conviction, stating:
The facts of this case are very similar to these in
&, cited above. In that case, there was nothing
beyond the fact that the defendant was traveling in the
same car with a d ~ u gsmuggler to indicate guilt. The
same is true here. In both cases, the driver of the car
made no reference to the defendant's participation in
any smuggling activity, a! 217.
c. United States v. Moleno-Hinoiosa. 804 F.2d 845 (5th
The defendant was the passenger in a truck. Both
he and the driver worked for the company that owned the
tmck. The defendant did not have a key to the truck or its
t~ailer.The defendant did not know the driver vel'y well. 450
pounds of marijuana were found in the t~ailer,but no fingerprints were found amund €he marijuana and no residue was
found 011the defendant.

a.
1986).

The Fifth Circuit ieversed the conviction. The following
was stated in the opinion:
In sum, the incriminating evidence showed, at most,
that Moreno knew Maldonado, rode on a trip he may
have known was improper, had $200 in cash, had two
prior convictions, and m~srepresentedto some d e g i ~ e
his job situation aud friendship with Maldonado to
government agents after his auest. Even if Moreno
knew that Maldonado was making an illegal marijuana
run, this fact would not be sufficient evidence to estahIish his possession without an additional showing that
he was iiding in the truck to participate in the posses
sion and distribution, at 847.

v.

B.
An intent to distribute drugs can be
infe~redfrom circumstantial e~idence.2~
A large quantity of
dmgs - more than for personal use - indicates an intent to
deliver?' Small amounts may reflect mere possession, a less
serious offense?' Drugs found with empty packaging, cutting agents, or other items associated with distribution, can
be ~ufficient.2~
In United States v. Loneoria, 569 F.2d 422 (5th Cit.
1978), the defendant accepted a ride from the car's owner.
About 30 minutes before being stopped at a border checkpoint, the driver told the defendant there was marijuana in
VOICE VOLUME 23 NUMBER 6 JULYlAUGUST94

V. Conclusion.
Representing the occupants of vehicles where drugs are
found is not a lost cause. However, even iu hopeless cases,
the Federal Sentencing Guidelines often make pleading guilty
extremely unmvarding.
A defense lawyer should prepale the case for the juiy and
the court of appeals. The lawyer should study the common
factors the government relies upon to show "knowfedge"
and "the intent to deliver." Only by attacking those indicia
with innocent, alternate explanations can the lawyer defeat
the government's claim that they a e ci~cumstantialevidence
of guilt.
1. United States v. Causey, 834 F.2d 1179 (5th Cir. 1987)
(en banc).
2. Unitedstates v. Shabazz, 993 F.2d 431 (5th Cir. 1993).
g
by the book," Beaumont
3. "Pail net d ~ runners
Ente~urise,May 9, 1994.
4. &&&. supra; united States v. Kelley, 981 F.2d 1464
15th Cir. 19931
5. united States .; Garcia, 917 F.2d 1370, 1376 (5th Cir.
1990).
6. United States v. Pennineton, 20 F.3d 593 (5th Cir. 1994).
7. United States v. Rosas-Fuentes, 970 F.2d 1379 (5th Cir.
1992).
8. I
@&. Supra
9. United States v. McDonald, 905 F.2d 871 (5th Cir.), cert.
denied, 498 US. 1002 (1990).
10. United States v. Anchondo-Sandoval, 910 F.2d 1234 (5th
Cil; 1990).
804,
F.2d 845 (5th Cir.
11. p
1986).
12. Unitsd States v. Sace~io,952 F.2d 860,864 (5th Cir.
1992).
13. &dxa, supra
14. Pennineton, supra
15. United States v. Maltos, 985 F.2d 743,747 (5th Cir.
1992).
16. Id.
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PUBLICINFORMATION

Member: Cut application and give to a non-member colleague.
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Texas Criminal Defense Lawyers Association
Membership Application
0 New Member Application
0 Renewal Application
Stare whetirernew ce~fif~cafc
is desired. 0 Yes

0 No

Name
Law Firm
Mailing Address
ZipCity
State
Telephone C_3
Fax No. )(
County
Bar Card Number
Bar Card Date: Month
Year
Date of Birth:
Are you cutrently a member of NACDL? 0 Yes 0 No

Please chetk correct category:
Regular member licensed to practice:
0 2 years or less, or new member of TGDLA - $75
0 more than 2 yeus - $150

0 Voluntiuy sustaining - $300
0 Sustaining - $200
0 Afliliate - $50
0 Public Defender - $50
0 Studeut - $20
0Members in the firm of a sustaining or charter
member - $50
Certified Criminal Law Specialist

0 Yes

0 No

Have you ever been disbarred 01. disciplined by ally bar
association, or are you the subject of disciplinary action
0 No
now pending? O Yes
Date

Signature of Applicant

Endorsement
I, a current member of TCDLA, believe this applicant to
be a person of professional competency, integrity, and
good mo~alcharacter. The applicant is actively engaged in
the defense of criminal cases.

Date

Signatul-eof Member

Print or type Member's Name

Mail to: Texas Criminal Defense Lawyers Association
Attn: Membership Department
600 West 13th Street
Austin, Texas 78701
(512) 478-2514 FAX: (512) 469-9107

12 MINUTES

IT'S TIME FOR

.

:

.
%

O~CASE
L

40 YEARS OF TEXAS
CASE LAW,OW% 600 BOOKS

ONE DISK

UPDATED MONTHLY

O'CONNOR'S LITIGATION
SERIES

CALL FOR A FREE DEMONSTRATION

The Ultimate Research Toal
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